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TO VIEW ACCEPTED PRACTICES
WITH A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE IS
WHAT REALLY DISTINGUISHES
THE GENUINE THINKER. FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

When Johann Diederich Neuhaus 

built his first wooden shaft winch in 1745...
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HIGHLIGHTS...

...he could hardly foresee the continued 

evolution of this versatile tool. 

In fact, this hoist has made history, more

than almost any other technical device. More

than ever, J.D. NEUHAUS hoists have become

the tools of choice for moving loads. Just like

shipbuilders, car manufacturers, chemical

technicians and metal founders, today's

mechanics know that a hoist can perform so

many different tasks and can take the load

off people.

And so the wooden shaft winch of Johann

Diederich Neuhaus was the inspiration for the

effortless moving of heavy loads. Of course,

our modern hoist has added numerous inno-

vative and practical details in the design of

lifting equipment.

Excerpt from the „Master Record of
the Factories“ in Sprockhövel, dated
February 1800. According to Entry
No. 28, our ancestor was registered
in 1745 as a «manufacturer».
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Since the middle of the 18th century, 

J.D. NEUHAUS' hoists have marked every era

in the technical development of lifting

equipment. 

Around 1880, the descendants of our com-

pany's founder were manufacturing winches

in eight different sizes with capacities of 

500 kg to 7,500 kg.

The better the material available, the greater

the capacity and smaller the hoist: Around

1940, we produced a worm-gear tackle with a

capacity of 5,000 kg. In 1952, we replaced

the manual operation with hand crank by an

air vane motor.

... OF 260 YEARS OF LIFTING
EQUIPMENT
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ENTERING 
THE LIGHTWEIGHT ERA

Air powered drives offer many advantages:

• Productivity is substantially increased with

motor-operated hoists.

• The dimensions and weight of hoists are

significantly reduced.

In 1953, our first air hoist was already 

sensationally small and light considering its

enormous capacity of 10,000 kg. With this

new development, which was originally 

designed exclusively for the mining industry,

the technical and economic growth for our

company began. The introduction of the

PROFI hoists at the end of the sixties signal-

led the successful breakthrough of our hoists

for industrial use.

Due to its heat-resistance and adjustable speed, the hoist
found application in a foundry. The JDN PROFI 3 TI met all
technical requirements.
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WORLD CLASS ACROSS THE BOARD

We have been writing hoist technology history

for over 260 years and have been responsible

for many substantial innovations. We meet high

expectations with internal flexibility and inno-

vative technology at reasonable prices.

As the world's first air hoist, our PROFI TI was,

in 1979, already lifting loads of up to 100 

tonnes, making it immediately useful in ship

building for large shipyards. In the early 

eighties came monorail hoists with capacities 

of up to 100 tonnes, hydraulic hoists and, since

1992, we also have been offering a complete

line of pneumatic crane systems.

Later, innovative product development took

place, leading to a complete redesign of the 

entire JDN industry product line. Today, 

J.D. NEUHAUS is a world-wide market leader in

air-driven hoists, whether the load to be moved

is a few kilograms or several tonnes.

Installation of a marine propeller using several 
JDN Air Hoists PROFI 100 TI.
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NOTHING IS AS PERMANENT 
AS CHANGE

Lately, with the rapid decline in the German

mining industry, the company has had to

completely change its operations in order to

assure its future success.

Wilfried Neuhaus-Galladé, in charge of the

family owned company, now in the seventh

generation, has taken up this challenge. 

«Go global» has become his trend-setting,

future-oriented company's philosophy.

W. Neuhaus-Galladé

After taking an intensive and realistic look

at the current market trends as well as the

ever-changing requirements, J.D. NEUHAUS

put in place a solid world-wide sales organi-

sation.

Daughter companies in the USA, England

and France were opened, the Asian market

was entered by JDN with the foundation of

a further company in Singapore.

Entering into new markets or market seg-

ments as well as continuous product optimi-

sation was and is an important part of the

company's strategy. There is a wealth of

potential for ideas and entrepreneurial 

imagination.
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CONTINUOUS INNOVATION

It is not simple to build a profitable company

on an invention. Even more so, when the

pace of technical developments presents con-

stant new challenges.

The third millennium began with a large

number of innovations and a single target:

steadily increasing the benefits of our 

products to users.

The highlight of 1998, after many years of

development, was the mini Economy Series.

Then, in 2003, came the re-launch of the

PROFI series with a more compact design,

consistent reduction of components and

patented innovations. The new PROFI Series

represents the latest in air hoist technology

and the new product design contributes to 

its innovative look.
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THE WINCH MAKER’S NEW PRODUCTS 
In 1745, our company founder had a strong

intuition for problem-solving products and

found a market opportunity in the dreadful

condition of the «roads» at that time. The

clever smith Neuhaus built his wooden shaft

winch, without which waggoners would soon

not venture out onto the streets.

Quite recently, J.D. NEUHAUS recognized the

growing need for air-driven rope winches,

and pressed forward with their development,

introducing the JDN Air Winches in different

versions for widely varying applications, in

2004. As with the JDN PROFI series, the

winch drive principle of this line is based on

the internationally-proven, self-lubricating

JDN air vane motor with integral brake.

JDN winches from the PROFI LIFTER and 

PROFI PULLER series are now used in appli-

cations such as on- and offshore industries,

the chemical industry, ship building, plant

and machine construction, as well as in the 

industrial and trade assembly sectors.

Limit switch system for the PROFI LIFTER
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TEAM SPIRIT BREEDS SUCCESS
The most important reasons for our sound

growth are the innovative thinking and crea-

tive ability of our dedicated employees. From

development to production, and to the diffe-

rent areas of administration to marketing 

and sales for our leading-edge products, over

100 experts in various fields contribute to 

the success of our company.

We consider the systematic training of our

employees to be one of the most important

company tasks. Thus, in our company, 

investing in the qualifications and expertise

of our employees is just as important as 

investing in machinery and equipment.

Promoting the professional development of

new trainees is particularly important. This 

is why we provide our young employees with

training and careers counselling at an early

stage. So, in this way, we guarantee a high

potential of qualified employees for the 

present and the future.
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A PROBLEM WELL STATED...

...As Julian Huxley says. This is our most

important challenge as designers and manu-

facturers of hoists. For us, innovation is of

prime importance.

Thus, experience and exceptional engineering

performance always lead to sophisticated

technical solutions. This results in movement

of loads of higher weight classes in a more

versatile, convenient and safer way.

In our hoists, the best traditions of the past

live on. Moreover, in the many details, there

is always a hint of what the future holds. So,

for example, compressed air is the ideal sup-

ply medium for our hoists, followed by many

others. A technical solution which has made

us a world leader in hoisting technology.

JDN double lifting gear,
capacity of 50 t being used in a cement mill.

With individual product solutions adapted 
for specific applications, JDN is continuously 
setting new standards. The latest example:
Two air-driven monorail air hoist of a BOP
handling system  with a total capacity of 
250 US tons (= 226 metric tonnes) on the
world's largest jack-up drilling platform
«Gorilla V». To date, unique in the world.
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... IS A PROBLEM HALF SOLVED.

JDN Air Hoist mini handling a submersible pump
in a chemical-industry application.

JDN at the service of space travel. For the transport of 
the ARIANE rocket stage, JDN's engineers developed the 
JDN synchronised lifting and rotating unit.
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FIT FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Our hoists have an outstanding advantage: 

No sparks occur by using compressed air as

driving medium. Moreover, their sturdy design

makes JDN Air Hoists resistant to dust, humi-

dity and corrosive vapours,  whether they are

used in chemical plants or in foundries.

The sturdiness, high resistance and reliability

of our hoists continue to be demonstrated in

the mining industry, one of the harshest

environments for personnel and equipment.

JDN Air Hoists find application in a variety of

forms¸ for example, in the removal of shields

for face supports and roadway installations, in

pneumatic crane systems for workshops, etc.

Air-driven JDN Slewing Crane, 
capacity 2.5 t.

JDN Air Hoist B 612 being used to 
salvage a stuck electric loader.

JDN Air Hoist mini 250 being used to handle
components in a machining centre.
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They are unsurpassed for lifting, lowering 

or pulling large and heavy loads in smallest

spaces. Furthermore, our special controls

enable these operations to be carried out

with extreme precision. Such advantages are

appreciated not only by porcelain manufac-

turers but also metal founders and the 

manufacturers of chemical products, as well

as dozens of other future-oriented branches

of the modern world economy.

Hoists from J.D. NEUHAUS demonstrate their

strengths in a wide range of applications.

Their legendary reliability is based on a sim-

ple principle: We set the same high demands

for the performance, materials and work-

manship of our hoists as we do for the 

quality of their design.

We can't move mountains with our hoists

yet, but we can move entire houses, churches

or bridges.
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WHAT PEOPLE AND THINGS 
ARE WORTH...

Those who live in the present and plan for

the future should not forget the past. This

attitude led to the reconstruction of the old

«Niggehus'schen» winch smithy from 1745.

With care and much attention to detail, a

winch-smith workshop was restored to how 

it would have looked to our ancestors. All

living and working conditions of that time

have been portrayed true-to life, which gives

people a realistic impression of how winches

were built 260 years ago and later.

The hoist museum is in an old timber-framed

building with many old original components

and exhibits on loan from companies in the

same sector.

J.D. NEUHAUS is a member of the «Les Henokiens», 
a group of companies that have been in business for at least
200 years, and which are still owned and managed by the
descendents of the original founder.

The J.D. NEUHAUS hoist museum. The «Warehouse crane of the Hanseatic Town of Lüneburg».
It was used to load and unload ships, and was first 
mentioned in 1336. The only full-scale working replica can
be found at J.D. NEUHAUS in Witten-Heven.
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...ONLY BECOMES CLEAR WHEN THEY
HAVE GROWN OLD.  EBNER-ESCHENBACH

The «J.D. NEUHAUS Winch Factory», which

was also reconstructed according to an old

photo, illustrates the conversion from 

manual to machine production. On an area 

of 14 x 7 m, twelve old transmission-driven

machines which are still in working order, 

are displayed.

In the open-air grounds of our hoist museum,

originals and replicas of old full-scale hoists

are exhibited.

A rarity as a «lifting machine» is the only 

working replica of a warehouse crane, which

was first referred to as such in 1336, from the

Town of Lüneburg. This full-scale exhibit is

found on the open-air grounds.

Another aspect of preserved tradition is 

the quaint old pub called «To ollen Winden-

schmitte». Restored in the style of the 

twenties, it is opened for special events.

You are very welcome to visit the hoist

museum, the only one of its kind in the world.

Whether it is the great number of old photos, pictures and
documents or the numerous pieces of mining equipment,
the old pub is practically a small museum in its own right.

The J.D. NEUHAUS winch factory around 1900. Twelve old
machines – purchased throughout Germany and restored 
to working order – demonstrate the conversion from manual 
to machine production.
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Year of Foundation:
1745

Subsidiaries:
J.D. NEUHAUS L.P., USA

J.D. NEUHAUS S.A.R.L., France

J.D. NEUHAUS Ltd., Great Britain

J.D. NEUHAUS Pte. Ltd., Singapore

Products:
Air Hoists PROFI TI 

Air Hoists mini 

Trolleys

Monorail Air Hoists

Ultra-Low Monorail Hoists

Lifting and Rotating Units

Synchronised Hoists

Synchronised Lifting and Rotating Units 

Air Hoists M Series

Air Winches PROFI 

Air Cranes and Crane Kits

Hydraulic Hoists

Drive Components

Lever Hoists WITT 

Distinctiveness:
Our company is now in its seventh gene-

ration of family ownership since it was

founded.
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